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1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT), one of todays most popular emerging technologies, has

a huge potential and countless opportunities, it can revolutionize almost every aspect

of our life. However, there are still some technical, business, and policy challenges that

must be tackled before these systems can widely spread. Most of the IoT devices are

still quite expensive, they are resource-constrained, with limited memory, processing-

and battery capabilities, and they communicate mostly through noisy wireless chan-

nels. Our task is thus to provide communication standards and protocols that can

operate efficiently even under these constraints. The IETF has already standardized

protocols like ”IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks” (6LoWPAN)

[1], ”IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks” (RPL)[2] and ”The

Constrained Application Protocol” (CoAP) [3], to be able to connect IoT devices to

the Internet and to interact with them in a standardized way. However, in order to

utilize the full potential of the future IoT infrastructure, we consider that features

such as context-based multicast1, data-centric communication and service discovery

will be essential. My aim was to provide efficient solutions to support these features.

2 Research Objectives

My research objectives were as follows:

• First, propose a new context-aware addressing scheme for context-based multi-

cast and enhance its efficiency through optimization steps

• As the proposed method can support data-centric communication and service-

discovery as well, my second goal was to compare the proposed scheme with the

state-of-the-art solutions for these services.
1The context of an IoT device can include several properties that characterize that device: its

memory size, its computing capacity, its current location, its current battery level, etc. By context-
based multicast we mean a way of addressing all those devices within the IoT domain that have a
certain set of common properties (e.g., sending a query to all the temperature sensors located ont he
third floor of a building that have a battery levele above 70%)
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• Third, examine the possible usage of a machine learning method called Hierar-

chical Temporal Memory (HTM) for context identification in IoT networks.

3 Methodology

I validated the proposed context-aware addressing scheme, called CAEsAR, by simu-

lations, experiments and analytical examinations. The proposed method was imple-

mented in the network stack of Contiki OS [4], , one of the most deployed operating

systems for the IoT. The simulations were executed in the simulator of the Contiki

OS called Cooja [5]. In order to validate CAEsAR in real world circumstances, I

implemented it for the IoTlab [6] version of ContikiOS. IoT-LAB is a large scale IoT

testbed in France with over 2700 wireless sensor nodes at six different sites.

I validated the context identification method by experiments, in which I used a

framework called NuPic 1.7.1, developed by Numenta. This is a programming frame-

work, which has a Python API and it can be used to set up custom HTM networks

with various structure and parameter settings. Also I implemented an Android phone

application to provide real context data for the framework.

4 New Results

In this section, first I introduce the so called contex-aware addressing and routing

scheme and the theses that are related to it (chapters 4.1 4.2 and 4.3); secondly I

show the results related to context identification using the HTM framework (chapter

4.4).

4.1 Context-aware addressing and routing

I proposed a context-aware addressing scheme for IoT networks, assuming that in the

IoT domain the RPL routing protocol [2] is used. RPL is a proactive distance vector

routing protocol that supports a variety of low bandwidth, low power and lossy link
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layers, be that wireless, such as IEEE 802.15.4 or (low power) WiFi, or wired, such

as Powerline Communication.

RPL makes use of IPv6 and builds up a Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic

Graph (DODAG) with a single root node. The graph is constructed by the use of a

so called Objective Function (OF) which defines how the routing metric is computed.

The current conitikiOS [4] version (4.0) implements two different objective functions:

• OF0

This OF [7] optimizes routes from the hop number perspective, i.e., nodes select

the routes (and parents) with minimal hop number to the root node. If two

potential parents are located equally far from the RPL root, the node that has

better link quality to the current node will be chosen as parent.

• MRHOF

The Minimum Rank with Hysteresis Objective Function, MRHOF, is designed

to find the paths with the smallest path cost while preventing excessive churn

in the network [8]. It uses additive metrics along the routes and a so called

hysteresis mechanism to reduce the possible frequent parent alterations caused

by small metric changes. In practice it means MRHOF finds the minimum

cost path, and it switches to this ideal path just and only if it is cheaper -

in terms of path cost - than the current path by at least a predefined given

threshold. MRHOF does not support non-additive metrics. The current Contiki

implementation of MRHOF uses the Expected Number of Transmissions (ETX

[9]) as an additive routing metric. ETX can be assigned only to wireless links

and its meaning is the expected number of transmissions required to transmit

a packet on a link successfully. We can assign an ETX value also to a wireless

path, which will be then calculated as the sum of the ETX values of all the

links along the path.
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4.1.1 Aggregating context information inside the IoT domain [C4] [C3]

Thesis Group 1. I proposed CAEsAR (Context-AwarE Addressing and Routing), a

method to represent the context information of IoT nodes in bit vectors and in Bloom

filters, in an aggregated way inside the IoT domain. I showed that CAEsAR can be

used for context-based routing and I also introduced new design steps to increase the

efficiency of CAEsAR.

The RPL protocol builds up and maintains at least one DODAG on the given

network domain. Every node that is part of a DODAG typically sends messages to

its child and parent nodes. As all of the traffic to and from the Internet goes through

the root node, it is assumed that the root node will have more resources than most of

the IoT nodes in the domain; it might be for instance a laptop, a tablet, a smartphone,

etc. In the suggested framework this root node will communicate directly with the

edge nodes. The goal is to use the RPL trees (DODAGs) to aggregate the context

information of the participating IoT nodes, and do this by using as few and as short

messages as possible, in order to spare the scarce resources. Bloom filters (BF)2

proved to be an excellent choice for that purpose.

Thesis 1.1. I proposed the CAEsAR framework to represent and to aggregate context

information inside the RPL domain. I showed that the BF aggregates in CAEsAR

can be used for context-based routing.

It is assumed that every node in the RPL tree will use a BF with predefined length

and structure, and a set of predefined hash functions3, specified and propagated along

the tree by the root node. The RPL root should choose these parameters taking into

account the expected number of context parameters and the maximum acceptable

false positive rate. Leaf nodes store only their own context in their BF, while in

intermediate nodes and in the root other BFs - originated from their children - are

stored as well. To illustrate this, let’s see the DODAG in Fig. 1.

2A Bloom filter is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure, used to test whether an element
is a member of a set, or not. False positive matches are possible, but false negatives are not.

3Hash functions are used to map set elements into the Bloom filters.
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Figure 1: Aggregating BFs - and the corresponding context information - in a sub-

graph of the DODAG

Note that the + sign refers to the bitwise OR operation and the ∗ sign refers

to the bitwise AND. Node I has three children, thus it has to store four BFs in its

memory, i.e., its own BF and those originated from its child nodes (L, M , and N).

As these are leaf nodes, they send their BFs - as they are - to node I.

The case of node F is a bit more complex. It has two children, but they are

intermediate nodes. Node F has to store its own BF and also the BFs originated

form its children; however, the child nodes do not send their own BFs to node F as is,

but an aggregated BF obtained from their own BF and those received from their own

children. For instance node I stores four different BFs, but sends a single aggregated

BF to node F . If we propagate the BFs upwards in the graph hierarchy in such a way,

then the BF stored in the root node will represent the aggregated context information

of the entire DODAG.

Nodes can of course join and leave the DODAG at any time, in which case the BFs

in the tree are updated. Similarly, the context parameters of any node can change in

time, which will also result in BF updates. The details of how this is done exactly

are described in the dissertation.
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Figure 2: Context-based routing in the RPL tree

Context-based routing in the RPL tree [C4]

If context information can be aggregated along the RPL tree in the presented

manner, then the BFs stored in the nodes can be used to make context-based routing

decisions. If a query arrives from the edge node to the root of the DODAG, the root

compares the BF incorporated in the message to all of its stored BFs.

BFquery ∗BFstored,n = BFresult (1)

If BFresult = BFquery then BFquery is a subset of BFstored,n, or they are equivalent.

• If the BFstored,n is its own BF - in the formula above -, then the query is aimed

for this (root) node

• If this BFstored,n is assigned to one of its children, the query should be forwarded

to this child, since its subgraph contains the node able to answer the query.

Thus, a message can be routed towards a node based on its context (stored in

BFs), and not based on its address.

4.1.2 Separation of static and dynamic context parameters [J2]

Thesis 1.2. I proposed to separate the different types of context parameters and store

them in distinct data structures. I proposed a method to determine which parameter
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is it worth to assign a bit vector instead of a Bloom filter in order to reduce the needed

memory and message length in the RPL domain.

Context parameters can be static or dynamic. Static parameters do not change

in time (e.g., the type of the device), while dynamic parameters do (e.g., the current

temperature reading). Until now one standard Bloom filter was used to represent

all the context information of the devices in the RPL domain. The drawback was

that anytime a change happened in a dynamic context parameter of a device, it had

to hash all of its context parameters into a new BF and do the aggregation process

described above, initiating several BF message sendings upward along the DODAG.

For this reason, it would be more efficient if we could handle the different types of

parameters in different ways. I suggested thus to separate the static parameters from

every dynamic parameter, assigning them individual BFs (or bit vectors (BV) 4). As a

result if a change occurs in the value of a dynamic context parameter only its assigned

data structure needs to be aggregated, which results in shorter messages compared

to the original suggestion.

The length of the given BF should be set according to the expected number of

elements in the BF and the maximum false positive rate at the root after the aggre-

gation process. For a given false positive probability p and the number of inserted

elements n the required number of bits m for a BF is [10]:

m =
−n ∗ ln(p)

(ln(2))2
(2)

while the same for a bit-vector (BV): m = nmax, where nmax is the number of

the possible values of a parameter, (i.e., the number of elements in the complete

value set of this parameter). This means the BF is more efficient than a BV if

nmax >
−ninserted∗ln(p)

(ln(2))2
. Let us examine what does this mean in CAEsAR. Regarding

the static parameters, assume that k nodes will join the RPL DODAG (that can be

the maximum number of routing entries in the root).

4Every bit position in a BV represents a context category. For example, if the state of the
battery is quantized into three intervals (low, middle, high), then three bit positions in the vector
are allocated to represent the nodes battery state, and only one of them could be set to 1.
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Figure 3: A worst case topology - from the aggregation point of view - in which a

root has to store only one BF that represents all the context information inside the

RPL domain

• I will call type 1 context parameters those parameters that correspond to mu-

tually exclusive choices, from which only one can be valid for a device at a given

moment (e.g., the type of object). Regarding the values of such a parameter,

we can say that at most k different values will be present in the network, out

of the j possible values that form the complete value set of that parameter.

• I will call type 2 context parameters those parameters that correspond to mul-

tiple non-exclusive choices. (e.g., what kind of sensors has a given device). This

means that all the values of such a parameter can be represented in the net-

work, and it is independent from the number of the currently connected devices

to the RPL tree, since even only one device can possess all the possible values

of such a parameter. Let’s denote the number of all possible values of a given

parameter as l.

If we want to represent these parameters in a bit vector (BV), we need to set its

length to: m = l + j, while for a BF it is: m = −(l+k)∗ln(p)
(ln(2))2

. In a BV every additional
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element adds one more bit position to the length, in a BF every ”inserted element”

means −ln(p)
(ln(2))2

additional bit positions. Therefore, I proposed to store type 1 parame-

ters in BF if j > −k∗ln(p)
(ln(2))2

, (in BV otherwise); and always store type 2 parameters in

BV. Dynamic parameters can be considered type 1 parameters. However, for a given

parameter its possible values depend on its quantization density. Let’s denote by qi

the quantization density of parameter i. For instance, if we represent battery state

in three intervals - low, middle, high - then qi = 3; if we quantize the temperature

by Celsius degrees and readings can be values between 0 and 100, then qi = 100. I

proposed to store the values of parameter i in a BF if: qi >
−k∗ln(p)
(ln(2))2

.

To summarize reasoning, I proposed to separate the static parameters and every

dynamic parameter, where separation means to store them in distinct data structures.

I gave conditions to decide which data structure should be used in which case, in order

to decrease the needed memory usage and message length in the network. With this

separation, when a dynamic parameter changes, only its assigned data structure needs

to be propagated upward along the DODAG.

4.1.3 Setting timers in CAEsAR [C4]

Thesis 1.3. I proposed a timer setting for sending BF messages in the initialization

phase of the RPL DODAG. Through simulation I showed that using this timer setting

significantly decreases the signaling costs of CAEsAR.

When a new RPL instance is built up, it is worth waiting until the network topol-

ogy is fully built and stabilized, since every time a new node joins the DODAG it may

add new context information to its parent, which should be aggregated upward along

the graph. In other words, every node should wait until all of its possible children

join him and should send only one aggregated BF, instead of sending a BF anytime

a new child appears. Since each node starts sending DIOs5 just 2RPL DIO interval min

milliseconds after it received a DIO message in a DODAG build or rebuild phase, we

5DODAG Information Object (DIO) is an ICMPv6 control message that is used during the
DODAG building and maintaining processes and it contains information about the RPL DODAG.
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can estimate the network convergence time as follows:

conv timeest(ms) = 2RPL DIO interval min ∗max hop number

I proposed that in the graph building phase, every node should send a BF for the

first time in: tgraph building started + tBF sending(s), where:

tBF sending(s) = convergence timeestimated(s) + c1 (3)

+ c2 ∗max hop number− c3 ∗ hop numbercurrent node

C1, C2 and C3 are constants, which should be chosen and adjusted to the current

circumstances. The proper values depend mostly on the radio medium, the number

of nodes, and the geographic density of nodes. In the simulations I used C1, C2, C3

all set to 2. Note that I assumed the nodes in the network are time synchronized.

The results show that the signaling cost of CAEsAR significantly decreased if the

proposed timer mechanism was used during the initialization phase. It is also worth

to mention that the number of sent BF messages depended mostly on the number of

nodes and not - or at least much less - on the average hop numbers.

4.1.4 Context-based OF

Thesis 1.4. I defined a context-based objective function (cOF) that during the RPL

parent selection process takes into account the values of a context parameter. I showed

through simulations that using this OF can increase the efficiency of the BF message

aggregation.

In several cases there is correlation between geographic proximity and the mea-

sured values of context parameters. This means that there is a good chance that the

corresponding bloom filter update messages, resulting for example from the increased

temperature readings of nearby sensors, will be aggregated in CAEsAR. I proposed
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thus a special context-based objective function (cOF) that during the RPL parent se-

lection process takes into account the values of a context parameter to further increase

the efficiency of the aggregation.

In cOF the used additive routing metric is the hop number, which means that

the RPL tree that will be built up tends to have fewer but longer hops. However,

in cOF a node must choose a parent according to its hop distance (from the root)

but also the similarity of a (predefined) context parameter. This means that we need

to specify a context parameter on which we want to optimize the aggregation. It is

assumed that all or some of the nodes measure that context parameter periodically.

A node that measures the predefined context parameter needs to maintain a sliding

window with a predefined length N , containing the last N measurement values. Based

on the values in the sliding window the average (avg) and the variance (var) of the

values are calculated. These values are then added to the DAG6 metric container as

described in [11] and forwarded in DIO messages, i.e., for every entry in the parent

candidate set these two parameters will be maintained. If a node does not measure

the predefined context parameter, it puts the value −1 into the metric container for

both the average and for the variance. As a result, every entry in the parent candidate

list will contain these two additional entries: (avg), (var). These values can then be

used during the RPL parent selection process.

In order to validate the possible efficiency increase, I ran simulations in which cOF

was compared to OF0. I used OF0 as a benchmark, since it also optimizes routes by

hop number and according to the former simulations for the same physical topologies

the number of BF message sendings was usually smaller compared to MRHOF. I ran

simulations and not experiments, since in this way it was ensured that the underlying

correlation between the measured values and geographic proximity was the same in

every case (and in every simulation). I created a simulation setup in COOJA in which

a room heating up was imitated. The details of the simulations are presented in the

dissertation. The results show that cOF was at least as efficient as OF0 regarding

6Directed Acyclic Graph
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BF aggregation in the simulations, but in several cases it outperformed OF0.

4.2 Context-based multicast, data centric communication and

service discovery.

Thesis Group 2. I showed that CAEsAR can support context-based multicast, service-

discovery and data-centric communication in the IoT domain. I compared the general

concepts behind the above services with CAEsAR, which is based on a different basic

principle, and showed that in most of the cases CAEsAR significantly outperforms

them, while in the remaining few cases it is at least as efficient as they are.

4.2.1 Comparison with centralized IP based service discovery solutions

for IoT [C4] [J2]

Thesis 2.1. I showed that the process of finding a service in CAEsAR is more effi-

cient than in the centralized service-discovery solutions regarding the number of sent

messages, if the discovery is initiated from inside the RPL DODAG, since there is no

discovery phase in CAEsAR.

As low power lossy networks (LLNs) have completely different requirements com-

pared to traditional networks, several new service discovery protocols have been pro-

posed recently for LLNs. As these are based on the assumption that IoT devices are

resource-constrained, usually they follow the centralized approach in which one or

more servers maintain a list of services provided by the devices in the network. Any

application or user that wants to use a service in the network has to turn to one of

these directories as an intermediary. The clients in most of the cases use broadcast

or multicast communication to discover a directory, while providers use unicast to

advertise their services. The most promising solutions to become standards for IoT

service discovery (e.g., Simple Service Location Protocol (SSLP) for 6LoWPAN [12],

REST(CoAP) [3] or DNS based solutions [13]) are based on the centralized approach.

They are IP-based, light-weight and easily adaptable to existing technologies.
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Figure 4: Service discovery phases from inside the DODAG for traditional centralized

approaches

There are three main roles in the centralized SD process: the client that wants

to find a service, the server that maintains a list about the available services in its

domain and the provider that provides one or more services. The process of the

service discovery can be split into two sub-processes: discovery and invocation. Fig.

4 shows how these look like if an SD is initiated from inside the RPL DODAG. The

initiator node has to get the IP address of the proper node from the registry (discovery

phase), and after that it has to reach that node (invocation phase). As opposed to this,

CAEsAR does not require a discovery phase, only the invocation has to be processed

by the BF based routing. A formula can be given on the number of messages that

have to be sent, based on the hierarchy level of the specific nodes. In the service

discovery phase we have: n = 2 ∗ jc , where n is the number of messages and jc is the

hierarchy level of the client. In the invocation phase it is: n = (jc − ja) + (jp − ja),
where n and jc are as before, ja is the hierarchy level of the common ancestor and

jp is the hierarchy level of the provider. Summarizing this, the number of messages

that have to be sent in the centralized solutions is:

n = 2 ∗ jc + (jc − ja) + (jp − ja) (4)

while the same in CAEsAR:

n = (jc − ja) + (jp − ja) (5)
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In the centralized solutions in order to keep up to date the registry, the providers have

to send periodic keep alive messages to the server. Compared to this in CAEsAR there

is no need for a similar mechanism since it relies on the RPL routing protocol that

maintains the DODAG.

Thesis 2.2. I showed through simulations that the registration phase in CAEsAR in

most of the cases significantly outperforms the registration phase in the centralized

solutions (SD,pub/sub) in terms of signaling-cost. In the very few remaining cases

it is at least as efficient as they are. The higher the number of nodes and/or the

average hop number is in the RPL DODAG, the higher the efficiency gain becomes

for CAEsAR.

In order to compare the registration phase of CAEsAR with the registration phase

of the centralized approaches (SD, pub/sub) I ran simulations in the Cooja network

simulator. In these simulations I examined the initialization phase of RPL and mea-

sured the number of BF messages that have been sent during this process. In CAEsAR

the formerly intorduced timer setting was used, i.e., most of the devices needed to

send only one BF message. This usually mean that much less messages have to be

sent compared to the centralized SD solutions, in which every registration message

has to travel as many hops as far the newly joining node is situated from the root.

The number of sent BF update messages in CAEsAR increases almost linearly

with the number of nodes, while the average hop number has little influence. If the

nodes have to communicate individually with the root, the number of messages that

have to be sent is proportional to the average hop number multiplied by the number of

nodes; therefore, in CAEsAR the larger the average hop number and/or the number

of nodes is, the higher the gain becomes, compared to the centralized solutions.

4.2.2 Comparing CAEsAR with pub/sub protocols [C4] [J2]

Thesis 2.3. I showed through simulations and through experiments that CAEsAR in

most of the cases can adapt to context changes significantly better than centralized

pub/sub protocols in terms of signaling cost. In the very few remaining cases it is at
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least as efficient as they are. The higher the number of nodes and/or the average hop

number is in the RPL DODAG, the higher the efficiency gain becomes for CAEsAR.

In several IoT scenarios it can happen that different applications are interested in

the same type of data, but for different purposes. In such cases it is very inefficient

for the resource-constrained IoT devices to maintain several connections with these

applications and send the same data several times. These situations can be overcome

by using the data-centric communication paradigm in which data is delivered to the

interested parties based on its content and not based on the address of the device(s)

that produce(s) it [14]. In this way the applications can focus on the data itself,

rather than the process of getting it. Publish/Subscribe messaging systems [15] are

based on this networking principle and are considered to be potentially the best data

collection protocols for IoT. Subscribers register their interest in specific information,

while the publishers provide such information to an intermediary broker. The broker

co-ordinates subscriptions, i.e., it ensures that data is collected from the publishers

and is sent to the subscribers. Every time a change happens in a publisher’s data, this

has to publish it through the broker. In a multi-hop network this means that a publish

message has to be sent to the broker possibly through multiple hops. MQTT-SN [16]

is one such publish-subscribe scheme. It is an extended version of the traditional

MQTT protocol, and is designed to be as close as possible, in terms of operation, to

the traditional solution, while being optimized for resource constrained environments.

In CAEsAR the measured values of the different environmental parameters are

represented in an aggregated way, in a BF or in a BV at the RPL root. If the user

is interested in a more specific data, e.g., the temperature readings in a given room,

then he/she can query all the temperature sensors in that room. Alternatively, a

special RPL objective function could be used, which allows only those devices to

connect to the RPL DODAG which are situated in that room. Since in most cases

there is correlation between geographic proximity and the measured values of context

parameters (e.g. temperature, humidity, light conditions, etc.), there is a good chance

that the corresponding Bloom filter or BV update messages will be aggregated.
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In order to examine this phenomenon through simulations I used the formerly

introduced ”room heating up scenario. The simulation results show that CAEsAR

could exploit efficiently the correlation between geographic proximity and the mea-

sured temperature readings, since the number of update messages depended mostly

on the number of nodes only, not being influenced much by the shape of the RPL

tree and thus the corresponding average hop number. As opposed to this, in case

of traditional pub/sub solutions each update message has to travel up to the root

without aggregation, so if the RPL tree is rather deep than wide, i.e., the average

hop number is large, then the number of necessary update messages increases sharply.

Note that most of the dynamic context parameters (temperature, humidity, light con-

ditions, signal strength, etc.) possess the correlation feature between the geographic

proximity and the measured values. Thus, the proposed CAEsAR protocol would

behave efficiently in case of involving such parameters as well.

In order to validate how CAEsAR can adapt to context changes in real world

circumstances, CAEsAR was implemented for the IoTlab subversion of Contiki, that

is an IoT testbed [6] for researchers in France. I ran 24 hour long experiments at two

different sites of IoTlab: Lille and Grenoble. The results, presented in the dissertation,

show that CAEsAR can efficiently utilize the correlation between the geographical

proximity and the measured values.

Thesis 2.4. I proved through simulations that the signaling overhead of CAEsAR

due to a context change, for spatially and temporally correlated parameters, depends

mostly on the size of the RPL tree, and not on its shape.

As it was shown, CAEsAR can utilize the correlation between the geographical

proximity and the measured values. However, it is an interesting question to see

how is the aggregation efficiency affected by the radio ranges, and as a consequence,

by the hop numbers. To examine this phenomenon I run simulations. The detailed

description of the simulation setup is presented in the dissertation. I measured how

the number of sent messages changed in CAEsAR and in the centralized (registry

based) solutions with the different parameter settings.
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In the centralized solution, if the room was heated with 10 Celsius degrees during

the simulation, the number of sent messages was equal to 10 times the average hop

number, multiplied by the node number. And the average hop number depends

largely on the radio ranges set for the nodes. As opposed to this, in case of CAEsAR

the number of BF update messages depended mostly on the number of nodes in the

simulations and not - or at least much less - on the average hop numbers. This

means that CAEsAR is not affected very much by the longer routes in the RPL

domain. Longer routes could appear not just because of shorter radio ranges, but as

a consequence of noisy communication channels as well, if MRHOF is used [8].

4.2.3 Context-based group addressing [C3] [C4] [J2]

Thesis 2.5. I showed that CAEsAR can support context-based multicast in a more

efficient way, in terms of scalability and message length, than traditional group com-

munication solutions.

There are two main approaches to support context-based multicast in the IoT

domain on the IP level. One is to use traditional multicast. The second one is to

maintain a registry (SD) in a device that has relatively more resources compared to

other IoT devices (this is typically the RPL root, or a node situated in the wired

part of the Internet). In the latter case the group addressing happens by either

sending a message to every group member individually, or in a so called explicit

multicast way [17], where every destination IP address is added to the IP header of

the message. Supporting group communication by sending messages individually is a

very inefficient solution, especially in the IoT domain. On the other hand, increasing

the length of the messages by adding several destination IP addresses to the header

is also problematic, as longer messages require more energy to be sent, the chance of

interferences is higher, etc.

The registry based solution has other problems as well:

• the nodes should register themselves in the registry;
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• these registrations should be refreshed periodically (through keep-alive mes-

sages);

• anytime a change happens, it has to be reported to the registry;

The problem with the communication between the registry and the IoT nodes is

that in most of the cases the messages have to travel through several hops if RPL is

used. Compared to this, in CAEsAR these kind of messages could die out without

reaching the root, because of the aggregation, that could be especially efficient if there

is a correlation between the geographical proximity and the measured values. This

kind of correlation is usual for several context parameters. (e.g. temperature, light

conditions, pressure, etc...)

As opposed to these solutions, traditional multicast could be very beneficial for

the resource constrained IoT devices, since in this way messages are only duplicated

where it is needed. However, while traditional multicast could be very efficient with

a few but large groups, it does not scale well with lots of small groups, as multicast

addresses cannot be aggregated. In practice we have to maintain that many spanning

trees as many groups exist. Thus, such a solution is not viable for our case, since the

possible permutation of all possible context parameters - and as a consequence the

number of possible multicast groups - can be very high. Moreover, even if we limit

this number, by considering fewer parameters and a coarse quantization of their value

space, identifying the groups by multicast IP addresses is still not a viable solution

for the IoT domain, since the different multicast addresses cause additional routing

entries (more memory) in the routing tables and maintaining the different spanning

trees means additional message sendings (more energy usage).

4.3 Handling IP addresses as context parameters [J2]

Thesis Group 3. I proposed to handle IP addresses as context-parameters in the

IoT domain and store them in Bloom filters similarly to other context parameters.

I showed that in this way the number of routing entries scales better than in the
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traditional routing tables. I also showed that in this way we can support more efficient

explicit multicast in terms of address header length.

If routing is done based on IP addresses included in BFs, the BFs might include

false positives, which in our case means that a packet is possibly forwarded downwards

the DODAG - unnecessarily - until it hits the source of the false positive. To decrease

its possibility, we have to choose the BF parameters properly; however, if false positive

appears, we can handle it by a so called false positive recovery mechanism defined in

ORPL [18], which is an opportunistic extension of the traditional RPL protocol.

4.3.1 Scaling of routing entries in RPL and in CAEsAR [J2]

Thesis 3.1. I analytically proved for a regular RPL DODAG that the number of

routing entries scales better in CAEsAR than in the traditional storing mode of RPL,

both in a given node and in the whole network.

Formulas can be provided to calculate the number of routing entries in a regular

RPL DODAG for nodes at different hierarchy levels, as well as for the whole network,

as it is shown in Fig. 5. We can see that in RPL, as we increase the number of

hierarchy levels, the number of routing entries in every node - except the ones at the

bottom level - increases exponentially, while in CAEsAR the same nodes have to store

only that many routing entries as many children they have in the regular DODAG.

If we sum up these routing entries for every hierarchy level, then we get the

total number of routing entries in the network for RPL and for CAEsAR. Using the

formulas on summing up geometric series we can get closed formulas as shown in

Table 1.

.

The point here is that the total number of routing entries in the whole network

scales better in CAEsAR, and these entries are distributed evenly among the nodes

(i.e., the nodes that are closer to the root - and have lots of nodes in their sub-DODAG

- do not have to store much more entries than the nodes further away from the root.
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in a given node
f ∗ fs−d−1

f−1

s− d, if f = 1

f , if s 6= d

in the whole network

fs+1∗(s∗f−s−1)+f

(f−1)2

s2+s
2

, if f=1

fs+1−f
f−1

s− 1, if f=1

Table 1: Number of routing entries
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We should note however that depending on the used BF length, a routing entry in

CAEsAR can be larger than a traditional routing entry.

4.3.2 Improving the efficiency of explicit multicast for large groups in the

RPL domain [J2]

Thesis 3.2. I showed through simulations that CAEsAR can enhance the efficiency

of explicit multicast in the RPL domain regarding the average address header length.

Explicit multicast assumes that the user wants to send a message to several nodes

and their IP addresses are known in advance. This can be done by appending these

addresses to the IP header of the packet one-by-one and performing traditional unicast

routing on each of these addresses. In this way we can achieve similar operation as

for traditional multicast: the packet is duplicated only where it is needed. Explicit

multicast can support a great number of multicast sessions with small number of

recipients and can eliminate the signaling overhead of maintaining a multicast tree.

(Traditional multicast has a scalability problem with large number of groups.)

In traditional networks multicast schemes are typically used for streaming media,

that assumes a relatively long connection between (most of) the participants and one

source node. As opposed to this in the IoT domain group communication is usually

used to send data to a set of IoT devices in order to actuate them, to update their

firmware, to update their group security keys, etc. The group membership depends

on the current situation (context) and typically the connection does not last for long.

In these conditions explicit multicast seems to be a better choice in the RPL domain

than traditional multicast. However in LLNs, where the packet sizes are limited,

increasing the IP header by including destination IP addresses in it is not necessarily

an effective solution. Nevertheless, if we use BFs to store IP addresses in the RPL

domain, we can support more efficiently the explicit multicast operation in terms of

message length. We only have to hash all the destination addresses into a BF and

append them to the message. The receiving nodes only have to compare this BF

with their stored BFs and if any of them has an intersection with the query then this
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message should be forwarded to the proper node(s); if the BF contains the nodes own

address, then this message is intended to this node as well.

In order to compare this solution with the traditional one, I ran simulations in

Cooja with several different physical topologies and several different destinations.

The detailed results are presented in the dissertation. They show that with CAEsAR

the traditional explicit multicast can also be used; therefore, depending on the current

situation the more efficient solution should be chosen.

4.4 Context Identification with HTM [C1] [C2]

Thesis Group 4. I proposed a context identification framework based on Hierarchi-

cal Temporal Memory. I showed through experiments that with consistent training the

framework can achieve on average 93.7% classification efficiency. I proposed a prob-

abilistic model to represent the possible inconsistent user behavior during the training

phase, and examined its effect on the categorization efficiency.

Concepts such as pervasive computing and the Internet of Things build on the

idea that the user is surrounded by an intelligent environment that closely monitors

a large set of context parameters and supports value-added applications and services

that can take into account this context information.

Context models can be built through human specification or machine learning. In

the first case, experts define entities and their relationships considered relevant for a

given situation. In the second case situations are recognized and learned automatically

by using machine learning methods. After a training phase such methods can be used

to classify novel context data as high level context category (situation).

The theory of hierarchical temporal memory (HTM) was first proposed in [19]

and [20]. It is a machine learning model that imitates some of the structural and

algorithmic properties of the neocortex. An HTM network is built up from so called

regions organized into a hierarchical structure. The hierarchical structure of HTMs

results in reduced training time and memory usage, since patterns learned at each

level of the hierarchy are reused when combined in novel ways at higher levels. During
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the learning (or training) phase, sensor data are fed into the bottom level nodes. An

HTM region learns about its world by finding patterns and then sequences of patterns

in the sensor data. The region does not know what the inputs represent, it works in

a purely statistical realm. It looks first for combinations of input patterns that often

occur together; these are called spatial patterns. Then, it analyzes how these spatial

patterns appear in sequences over time; we call these temporal patterns. The regions

are built up from several nodes. Every HTM node in a region has the same basic

functionality, called spatial pooling and temporal pooling. After this training phase,

the network will generate a belief distribution over user-defined categories, trying to

match every new pattern it sees to one of these categories.

Thesis 4.1. I showed through experiments that with consistent training HTM can

achieve on average 93.7% classification efficiency on classifying the context of a smart

phone.

In order to examine the usage of HTM for context identification, I implemented

an Android application for mobile smartphones. This application continuously logs

context parameters, such as GPS coordinates, luminosity sensor value, accelerometer

sensor value, sound level of the microphone, 3G and WiFi network signal strengths,

CPU and memory usages, current time, etc. (15 parameters in total).

For the experiments I used an HTM network created through the framework called

NuPic 1.7.1, developed by Numenta. This is a programming framework, which has

a Python API and it can be used to set up custom HTM networks with various

structure and parameter settings. I used a two-layer HTM network, with a classifier

node on the top of it (this generated the actual output of the network). The first layer

contained 10 nodes, while the second layer 5 nodes. The task of the HTM network

was to learn in which circumstances (situations) the user uploads a photo taken with

his smartphone to the Internet.

To simplify things, in the experiment I considered as relevant parameters only the

battery status, the 3G and WiFi network signal strength for the picture upload. (It
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3G - + - - + - + +

WiFi - - + - + + - +

Battery - - - + - + + +

Photo upload No No No No No Yes Yes Yes

Table 2: Possible permutations of the relevant parameters

should be noted that when the experiments were running 4G mobile network access

was not available at the places of the experiments) In Table 2 we can see the possible

permutations of the resulting categories and their effect on the task.

So the user uploads the picture only if the battery status permits, and there is a

sufficiently good quality 3G or WiFi network connection. This was the context-aware

user behavior that the HTM network was not aware of, but had to detect based on

a training data set. I made measurements in 3 different places (at the university,

at home and in the city) in order to create a large data set for the experiments.

These places were characterized by different environmental parameters, such as GPS

coordinates, light conditions, noise levels, etc.

I trained the HTM network with a training data set that contained category as-

signments according to this consideration. In the testing phase a similar data set and

category file was created; however, the testing data contained different measurement

vectors and the category file was not available for the HTM network during the test,

it was only used to compare the right category of the actual vector with the output

of the network, in order to measure the classification efficiency of HTM.

The detailed results of the classification can be seen in Table 3, for every location

and for every permutation of the relevant parameters, based on data sets containing

850 vectors.

Thesis 4.2. I proposed a probabilistic model to represent the possible inconsistent
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3G - + - - + - + +

WiFi - - + - + + - +

Battery - - - + - + + +

univ. 100.0 96.7 95,6 94.5 98.6 98.0 97.7 93.7

city 100.0 100.0 95.8 98.1 100.0 100.0 100.0 97.3

home 100.0 100.0 97.5 100.0 100.0 96.5 85.1 98.0

Table 3: Results of the testing classifications (%)

user behavior during the training phase, and examined its effect on the categorization

efficiency.

In the former section I showed that, if the training process is consistent, in the

sense that the categories are assigned to every vector according to Table 2., then the

HTM network can classify any novel data set with good accuracy. However, in real

world circumstances the user can behave in inconsistent manner as well. For instance,

it might happen that even though all the relevant context parameters are favorable

to uploading a photo, the user still decides not to do so, because the photo has a

private content, etc.

Another important aspect in which the real world training process (the behavior

of the user) is different from the ideal theoretical case is that for certain parameters

we cannot precisely define the intervals in which their values are acceptable for a

given context-aware service. For example, we cannot say that if the battery level is

above 10% the user will upload the photo, and if it is under 10% he will not do it.

Users behave in a more complex manner.

In order to model these inconsistent user behaviors in our training process, I

proposed a probability model for the category selection process. This is shown in
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Figure 6: Representing the probability model for the inconsistent user behavior. Blue

dots mean category 1, red dots category 0 assigning

Fig. 6, for the case, when there was no WiFi connection or the signal strength

was very low; as a consequence the user behavior is determined only by the level of

the battery and by the mobile network ASU (Arbitrary Strength Unit, proportional

to the received signal strength dB). Thus, if the battery level and the 3G network

connectivity permits, the photo will be usually uploaded (category 1, blue dots), but

with a certain probability pinc the user might make an inconsistent choice (category

0, red dots). Such cases can be seen in the upper right area of the figure.

The horizontal and vertical lines in the figure delimit the critical zones for the

specific context parameters. For the battery level this zone is between 10% and 20%.

This means that if the battery level is below 10%, the photos are never uploaded

(there are no blue dots below that line). Similarly, if the network ASU is below 4,

photos are never uploaded either. On the contrary, if battery is between 10-20%, we

are in the critical zone, where photos can still be uploaded, but not in all cases. In

these critical zones we assign categories to vectors depending on how far they are

from the lower and the upper border of the critical zone.
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More generally, and taking all the parameters into account, we can use the fol-

lowing formula:

pcat1 =
λbat ∗ pbat + λRSSI ∗ pRSSI + λASU ∗ pASU

λbat + λRSSI + λASU

(6)

where:

• λbat = 1 , if the battery state is in its critical zone, otherwise 0;

• λRSSI = 1 , if the WiFi RSSI is in its critical zone, otherwise 0;

• λASU = 1 , if the ASU of the mobile network is in its critical zone, otherwise 0;

and:

pbat =
current battery state− lower border

upper border − lower border
(7)

pRSSI =
current RSSI − lower border
upper border − lower border

(8)

pASU =
current ASU − lower border
upper border − lower border

(9)

I used this model in the training phase, and continuously increased the probability

pinc of the inconsistent user choice. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 7. If the

probability pinc of the inconsistent user choice was 0, then the classification efficiency

was at 85% only because the using of the critical zones. As this probability increased,

the classification efficiency decreased. At pinc = 0.5 the classification efficiency was

around 50%, meaning that if the probability of an inconsistent choice is very high,

then the HTM classification cannot operate efficiently.

5 Application of New Results

The Internet of Things has the capability to revolutionize almost every aspect of our

life. The IETF has already standardized protocols like 6loWPAN [1], RPL [2] and
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Figure 7: The effect of the probability pinc of an inconsistent user choice on classifi-

cation efficiency

COAP [3] enabling IoT devices with scarce resources to get an IPv6 address and

connect to the Internet. However, in order to be able to utilize the full potential of

the future IoT infrastructure and to provide personalized, location-aware, and more

generally context-aware services we need additional communication features.

Automatic Service Discovery (SD) will be a fundamental part of future IoT in-

frastructures, its proper implementation emerges thus as a major challenge to the

usability of such networks. This can be the main enabler of loosely-coupled auto-

matic operations that help clients to automatically locate and reach proper services

in which they are interested [21]. In other words we need to know what devices

are available in a certain area and what is their current context (e.g., what services

they are able to provide, what is their battery status, their geographic position, what

operating system are they running, etc.) SD solutions for IoT should be efficient,

lightweight and inter-operable.

Also, we might want to communicate with a set of IoT devices that share the same

context (context-based multicast). This function is related to the service discovery

feature but the point and the difference here is how efficiently can we reach those
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devices. Should we address and reach them one-by-one or can we achieve a ”multicast

like” operation? If the latter is possible, what are the limitations? Wwhat is the

maximum number of groups, how do the routing entries scale, what is its signaling

cost? The point here (again) is that the used context-based multicast method should

be efficient and lightweight, since most of the devices inside the IoT domain are

resource-constrained and they need to save energy all the time to provide long battery

life.

IoT applications will be rather data-centric than message centric, i.e., the data

itself will be important, no matter which device provides it. In several IoT scenarios

it can happen that different applications are interested in the same type of data, but

for different purposes. In such cases it is very inefficient for the resource-constrained

IoT devices to maintain several connections with these applications and send the

same data several times. These situations can be overcome by using the data-centric

communication paradigm in which we query the network for some specific content,

no matter which device provides it. In this way the applications can focus on the

data itself, rather than the process of getting it.

The addressing and routing scheme that I introduced and improved through op-

timization steps in this dissertation is simple and still efficient, and can support all

of the aforementioned communication features.

On the other hand, with the emergence of the IoT architecture more and more

context parameters will be available at any time. As a consequence, the actual context

of any IoT entity will be described more accurately than ever before. If we can extract

from this large number of parameters the relevant ones for a given task, we will be

able to construct context-aware services and applications. The HTM algorithm that

I used can exploit the temporal and spatial correlations between the different sensory

data, and provides a scalable solution that can cope with the potentially huge number

of context parameters.
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